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Greetings!
We are now officially using the Kingdom

Comics shop as our ‘business meeting’ site.  We
hope this will help us recruit new members better
than Barnes and Noble ever did; despite some
apparently good plans at first, few benefits ever
materialized and B&N turned out to not be a very
good place to meet.  I’m confident that a comic
shop will be much better!

We’re only a couple of months from the
International Conference, and I’m going to
become VERY busy with that work during June
and July.  If I don’t answer emails quickly, you’ll
know why!  I hope that everyone who is able to
make it chooses to do so, as the IC moves
around Starfleet, and it may be a decade before
there is one anywhere close again.  Don’t miss
this opportunity!

Our annual cookout is this month, on the 19th.
We’ll provide everything but the main course.
Come on out, bring your friends and family mem-
bers, it’s always a great time!  We’ll eat and play
all day, have movies upstairs, a new play yard in
the back of the house for the kids, and more
stuff to do that you can shake a stick at!

If you’d like to help with International
Conference work, we’ll be stuffing envelopes
starting at noon before the cookout.  Please
come on by and help with this; we’ll be preparing
a mailing for all of the chapters of SFI, about 250
letters!

This is a big year for the Hephaestus – not only
are we the host chapter for the Starfleet
International Conference, it’s also our 15th
anniversary.  We’ll be celebrating this event at
our Halloween party, and I’d like to do something
special this year.  Please send me or tell me
your ideas, and we’ll make this a party that won’t
soon be forgotten!

In the last issue of the Anvil, I provided a list of
‘recruiting activities’ for the chapter for the whole
year.  I think that if we have a structure of events
to look forward to, we’ll have a better end result
– some new members.  Whoever recruits the
most new members this year will receive a
Starfleet membership.  Second and third place
recruiters may receive prizes also, of lesser
value, if they recruit enough people.  I’ll have
Hephaestus flyers at every meeting, and other
flyers, for people to put at places to recruit with.

You’ve no doubt noticed that the club treasury
is very healthy, due to a bunch of renewals and
a very successful garage sale.  Because of this,
I’m going to waive the ‘donation jar’ at our social
meetings for the near future – so no need to
worry about chipping in for the food or drinks, as
long as the treasury is looking anywhere near
this good.  We’ll also continue to have small
prizes for our games, at either the business or
social meeting each month.

See you soon!
Pete
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Well, the great experiment is over. By the time
you read this, we will have held our final meet-
ing at Barnes and Noble booksellers. The gene-
sis of the idea to meet at B&N came from our
early meetings at the Hoover Library. After
every meeting, we would drive to Shoney’s to
eat, then walk over to Books-A-Million and shop
until we were practically thrown out! 

So, we figured, since we all love books, and we
end up at a bookstore anyways, why not just
meet there? Couple that with the Hoover Library
closing for a year for renovations, and we
thought we had a winning idea. 

Well, the best laid plans…

Barnes and Noble wasn’t a bad place to meet,
and we even picked up a few members over
the years. The problem was that B&N never real-
ly appeared to ‘buy into’ us as a group, so we
would show up and pretty much run our own
show. With B&N closing, and moving to a new

location, we have the perfect opportunity to try
something new.

It is, to our delight, that an opportunity present-
ed itself. Welcome to the scene, Kingdom
Comics. Kingdom Comics is a new comic/game
store opening in Vestavia Hills near the bowling
alley, and they are interested in having us meet
there.

It’s definitely worth trying, so we are.

If Barnes and Noble didn’t provide an atmos-
phere that you enjoyed, come give Kingdom
Comics a try. I’ve been up there myself to look
around, and this store might actually work, if
they keep true to the vision they were espousing
to me. There is an entire Science Fiction comic
section, so there will be plenty to look at! 

I look forward to seeing all of you there! 

Danny

The results of the charity vote for the USS
Hepheastus:

1st - Birmingham Zoo
2nd - McWayne Center
there was a 3 way tie for third.

Neil Yawn
Second Officer
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Greetings,

Just wanted to take a minute to remind you of the deadline for the next Anvil.  It is Tuesday June
22nd.  Please be sure to get me your articles by that date if you want them included in The Anvil.
As always send them to me at TheAnvil@charter.net. 

Please take a minute to review your information in the crew listing and see that it is correct.  If you
find an error please let Pete or myself know.  Until Next Month.

Dennis

Marine Report.

On the 24th April 2004 the 654th MSG hosted a first aid course for the region. We had one SFI/SFMC
member to certify and pass the course. As of 10 May 2004 the Starfleet Baseball league, the 654MSG is in
4th place of eight and in head to head competition with the 5th place team.

Neil & Roy both completed the Medical Proficiency Ribbon criteria and received the award.  The 654th MSG
will host a first aid course on either the 24th April or 8th May 2004 open to any who would like to take it. 

Also the 654th MSG is up and running in the Starfleet Baseball. As of 10th of April we were in 4th place hav-
ing pulled from 8th to 4th in three days. There are eight teems in the league.

Neil Yawn

OIC 654MSg

mailto:TheAnvil@charter.net
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The May Business Meeting was held at Barnes
and Noble. Attendance was average, and as no
newcomers were present, Starfleet 101 did not
take place. Many different subjects, upcoming
events were discussed and some pending
dates were nailed down.  The Birmingham Zoo
Animal Adoption List was passed around and
discussed. Each member in attendance voted
for/against a particular animal to help narrow
the list to a more manageable size. Pete then
brought up the social event for the month of
May: A cookout at the home of Hephaestus
member Pat Simmons. A map to Pam’s house
was passed out.

The last item discussed was the moving of our

meeting location. Starting in 

the month of June the Business meeting will be
at Kingdom Comics in 

Vestavia. Pete stated that directions would be
posted to the Hephaestus email group.After the
last item, the crew played a long game of Space
Munchkin, and several celebrated their last
meeting at Barnes and Noble by buying books!
As always, a good time was had by all.

The Social Meeting was a cookout hosted by
The Simmons family.  It was a fun day with lots
of great food.   Everyone had a great time.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change. Please contact Pete
Mohney or any other command officer before attending meetings if you
haven’t been in touch recently.

June 19 – cookout at Mohney’s house, 3:00 Come early and help with International Conference work!
July 5 – business meeting, Kingdom Comics
July 17 – stuff registration packets at the Potts house, gaming and food after
July 29 to August 1 – Starfleet International Conference, Marriott Hotel, Highway 280
August 2 – business meeting, Kingdom Comics
August 20 – social meeting, Mohney house
October 30 – Halloween party and Hephaestus 15th Anniversary party
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Commodore � First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Colonel - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Commodore

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Capt, Chief

Navigation

Vacant

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Haley  Youngblood

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts,Commodore, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Rear Admiral, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette  Yawn, Ens, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Roy  Green, Col

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Captain, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Capt

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Medical

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Neil  Yawn, Col,  SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF



Please welcome Mert Ertunga aboard for another
year.  Mert is a Birmingham member who is seldom
able to come to our events, but we keep hoping!

Be sure to congratulate Neil Yawn on passing the
Classical Terran Mythology course from the College of
Mythological Studies with a score of 85%.  Way to go,
Neil!

Here’s a member who hasn’t taken a Starfleet Academy course in a long time – Pete Mohney
passed the College of Recruitment course, with Distinction!

Please say hello to new members Charlie and Melissa Boartfield.  They are friends of Dennis
Evans’, and joined after just one meeting!

Let’s also welcome back Pat Simmons, who has renewed for another year aboard the Hephaestus.
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Previous Balance: 215.83
Income:

Renewals 35.00
Expenses:

postage: -6.60
Social meeting: -12.00

New Balance: 232.23

June 28 Sue Ellen Mohney
June 01 Sheila Benton
June 01 Rene Auberjonois
June 13 Malcolm McDowell

Neil Yawn displays catch after recent fishing trip.



There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will
cease receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal
reminder note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to
renew. You can, of course, renew whenever you like! It
will always extend your membership by a year.
The following is a list of those whose Starfleet
International membership expiration dates are known (I
have your Starfleet card with your expiration date on it). 
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Members who have, or are about to, expire:

CAPT Lindsay, Mark 07/24/04 
CDT Lindsay, Michelle L 07/24/04   
LTCMDR Lindsay, Pamela 07/24/04

The rest of the crew:

CO RADM Mohney, Pete 10/12/04
XO COMM Potts, Danny 02/20/05   
LTCMDR Benton, Sheila 05/04/05
ENS Crowe, Wayne G. 09/08/04   
LT deGruy, Edward 02/21/05

CAPT Evans, Dennis 09/25/04   
CAPT Green Jr, Roy Curtis 10/28/04
CDT Mohney, Katrina Leigh 10/12/04   
PO2 Mohney, Nicholas 10/12/04
CAPT Mohney, Sue Ellen 10/12/04   
COMM Potts, Denby 02/20/05
CDT Potts, Matthew 02/20/05   
LTCMDR Simmons, Patricia 07/28/04
CMDR Wallace, Penny 08/10/04   
CAPT Yawn, Rodney Neil 11/27/04
Youngblood, Athena 11/27/04   
CDT Youngblood, Haley 11/27/05
ENS Youngblood-Yawn, Lynette 11/27/04

I have been working on a plan for recruiting for the chapter for
2004. As has been done in the past, the people who recruit new
members this year will receive a prize or membership time, with the
person who recruits the most new members getting their Starfleet
membership paid for the next time they need to renew. Everyone
who recruits a new member will get two months of Hephaestus
membership time per new member. I’ll be bringing Hephaestus fly-
ers to every business meeting for the rest of the year, for crew to
drop off around town at likely places for people to find who might be
interested in Starfleet.

The following is a month by month plan for recruiting for this year.

Please let me know if you have any suggestions - and let’s get
recruiting!
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a. January - explain the terms of the competi-
tion to the crew.

b. February - Publicize the Region Two summit
in local newspapers and radio. Offer to write an
article and provide photos to the newspapers.
Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to
distribute at their favorite hobby shops, book
stores, and so on.

c. March - Attend the summit. Take careful
notes and lots of pictures. Bring flyers to chap-
ter meeting for everyone to distribute at their
favorite hobby shops, book stores, and so on.

d. April - Make a donation to the Birmingham
Zoo, to sponsor an animal. This will get us
some PR and good relations with the zoo, which
sets us up for May. Bring flyers to chapter
meeting for everyone to distribute at their
favorite hobby shops, book stores, and so on. 

e. May - Have a recruiting event at the zoo, in
one of the large, popular animal exhibits. Put
emphasis on civic and social events. Bring fly-
ers to chapter meeting for everyone to distribute
at their favorite hobby shops, book stores, and
so on.

f. June - Have summer cookout at
Commanding Officer’s house. Invite friends,
unassigned R2 members, members of other
chapters, and members of other area Sci Fi
clubs. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for
everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, bookstores, and so on.

g. July - Gather a list of Star Trek related web
pages that are willing to trade links. Send them
a link to our chapter page.  Search the AOL
member database for people in Alabama with an
interest in Star Trek. Send a mass mailing to
them with information on the club, and follow up
any responses. Bring flyers to chapter meeting
for everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, book stores, and so on. Send press
releases to local newspaper, television and radio
stations early in the month, to inform them of the

Starfleet IC on July 30 to August 1.

h. August - Host Starfleet International
Conference.

Advertising and press releases should get lots
of attention. Late in the month, go to Children’s
Hospital; take toys and comfort items to the kids,
dress in uniforms. Send a press release to the
newspaper. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for
everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, book stores, and so on.

i. September - Attend Dragon Con in Atlanta,
with as many crewmembers as can go.
Distribute flyers liberally. Pay to have an ad in
the Trek Track booklet. Carry business cards
and flyers to hand out to anyone at Trek events,
or wearing Trek costumes. Co-host the Ten
Forward party. Bring flyers to chapter meeting
for everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, bookstores, and so on.

j. October - Have Halloween party at
Commanding Officer’s house. Invite friends,
unassigned R2 members, members of other
chapters, and members of other area Sci Fi
clubs. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for
everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, bookstores, and so on.

k. November - Do a toy collection event for
disadvantaged children. Give out flyers in front
of a store to everyone who enters, with informa-
tion about the event and the club. Any new
members recruited are credited to whomever
they say most contributed to bringing them into
the club. Issue a press release about the event
two weeks prior.

Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to
distribute at their favorite hobby shops, book
stores, and so on

l. December - Pick a movie (preferably science
fiction) premiere evening, get with a movie the-
ater about having a recruiting table in their lobby.
Hand out flyers to all who show interest. Have
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people fill out drawing slips with address and
email for a prize; use this data to contact recruits
once or twice to try to get them to a meeting.
Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to
distribute at their favorite hobby shops, book
stores, and so on. Have Christmas party at
Commanding Officer’s house. Invite friends,

unassigned R2 members, members of other
chapters, and members of other area Sci Fi
clubs. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for
everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, book stores, and so on. At the end of the
month, tally the results and present the awards.

www.offthemark.com
www.offthemark.com
www.offthemark.com
www.offthemark.com
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WORDSEARCH
ALABAMA COUNTIES

Autauga
Baldwin
Barbour
Bibb
Blount
Bullock
Butler
Calhoun
Chambers

Cherokee
Chilton
Choctaw
Clarke
Clay
Cleburne
Coffee
Colbert
Conecuh

Coosa
Covington
Crenshaw
Cullman
Dale
Dallas
Decatur
DeKalb
Elmore

Escambia
Etowah
Fayette
Franklin
Geneva
Greene
Hale
Henry
Houston
Jackson
Jefferson
Lamar
Lauderdale
Lawerence
Lee
Limestone
Lowndes
Macon
Madison
Marengo
Marion
Marshall
Mobile
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Perry
Pickens
Pike
Randolph
Russell
St. Clair
Shelby
Sumter
Talladega
Tuscaloosa
Walker
Washington
Wilcox
Winston
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1. Jeffery Combs Has Played 6 Different Characters on 3 different Trek Series. Name those
Characters.

2. T'Pol claims that first contact between Vulcan's and Human's didn't occur in 2063 has history
says.  When does she say it occured and where?

3. John deLancie played Q in 3 different Trek series.  Which ones and how many times total has he
played the character?

4. What was the name of Seven Of Nines Parents Ship.

5. While checking out an uncharted planet as a possible site for Shore Leave, Dr. McCoy sees a
rather strange creature which claims to be late.  What was it?

6. Dr. McCoy goes back in time, via The Guardian Of Forever and alters time.  What does he do
that changes time?

7. There have been 9 Dax hosts.  Name them?

8. In an alternate future there was a different Dax host after Jadzia.  What is his/her name?

9. Who Is Armus?

10. What did the Barzan believe they had discovered?

11.  In ST:II who was the Communications Officer aboard the USS Reliant?

12. Who gives command of the newly refit Enterprise to Admiral Kirk?

Killer  Trek  Trivia
1. Tiron, DS9

Brunt, DS9
Weyoun, DS9
Penk, Voyager
Shran, Enterprise
Krem, Enterprise

2. 1957, Carbon Creek Pa.

3. TNG - 8
DS9 - 1
Voy - 3
Total - 12

4. Raven

5. Alarge While Rabbit from Alice In Wonderland.

6. He saves the life of Edith Keeler.

7. Lela, Tobin, Emony, Audrid, Torias, Joran, Curzon,
Jadzia, Ezri

8. Yedrin

9. Creature living on Vagra II who killed Tasha Yar.

10. AStable Wormhole.

11.  Cmdr Kyle.

12. Admiral Nogura

Trivia Answers



STARFLEET Elections are coming up!

Greetings from your 2004 Election Coordinator!
Campaign season is right around the corner, so I want-
ed to take some time to talk about this year’s election
process. First off, I’d like to talk about who I am, and
why I am your election coordinator.

I am Greg Trotter, and I’ve recently retired from my
position as STARFLEET Chief of Communications.
Article 8, Section 2 of the STARFLEET Constitution
states that the Chief of Communications will be the
election coordinator, unless he or she is nominated or is
named to serve as an EC member of a candidate. Dixie
Halber has informed the Commander, STARFLEET that
it is her intention to serve on the EC of a prospective
candidate. As I had been making preparations for the
election prior to stepping down, the Admiralty Board has
named me as Election Coordinator.

Now, many of you have been through this before, and
I am sure there are many people reading about this and
taking an interest in STARFLEET elections for the first
time. But one thing that is different about this election is
a result of a constitutional amendment approved by the
membership in 2002. The winner of this year’s election
will serve a three-year term—after this, the next election
won’t be until 2007!

If this is your first STARFLEET election, there are
some things you will notice. Things are pretty quiet
now—and they will stay pretty quiet until June 1, which
is the official start of the campaigning season. You
might hear whispers about candidates, but those whis-
pers tend to become roars overnight when May
becomes June.

Article 8, Section 6 of our Constitution lays out the
time frame for the election season. Starting on June 1,
and continuing until July 15, the Election Coordinator
will accept nominations for the position of Commander,
STARFLEET.

Now, in order to nominate, you have to be the

Commanding Officer of a chapter or a Regional
Coordinator. Shuttle COs are specifically precluded
from nominating by Article 8, Section 4; also, a CO who
is also an RC may cast only one vote.

To nominate someone, you will need to mail me a let-
ter at the address below. The letter should have the
name of the person you are nominating, and preferably
his or her SCC number. The nomination must also
include your name, SCC number, and the position you
hold that is making the nomination—for example, you
may sign it “James Kirk, CO, USS Enterprise” but if
James Kirk is also the RC of Region 26, then it must be
clear that he is making the nomination as CO of the
Enterprise and not as RC (or vice versa, as the case
may be).

Very important—don’t forget to sign and date the nom-
ination letter, or it won’t be valid! The 45-day window is
very specific—if a nomination arrives on May 31st, it
won’t be counted. If a nomination is received on July
16th, it won’t be counted. Getting it postmarked by July
15th isn’t enough—all nominations need to be in my
hands by the end of July 15th.

I do want to go ahead and address the topic of nomi-
nations via email. In keeping with long practice, emailed
nominations for Commander, STARFLEET will not be
accepted. The only format that is acceptable is a paper
document, stating the nominators choice, signed and
dated.

As in previous years, there will be an online mailing
list for election discussion. I will be sending out informa-
tion about that in a subsequent post. When the cam-
paign season starts at Midnight, Eastern Daylight Time
on June 1, I hope and expect that we’ll have a very live-
ly exchange of ideas.

The address to send nominations (or any other corre-
spondence for the Election Coordinator) is:

Greg Trotter
5509 Genesta Walk
St. Louis, MO 63123
You can email me at election@sfi.org and I’ll get

back to you as soon as I can.

Thanks for your interest, and please get involved! Talk
with your CO! 

Nominate someone for CS! And remember to VOTE!
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‘Enterprise’ Officially Renewed, Moves To Fridays

Yes, you can breathe easy now: Enterprise has been officially
renewed. 

At a press conference in New York, UPN today confirmed Star
Trek: Enterprise will be back for a fourth season, but no
longer in its familiar Wednesday timeslot. Instead, the show
will air on Friday at 9:00pm, preceded at 8:00pm by a rerun
of reality hit America’s Next Top Model. UPN promised that

next season Enterprise will be “more action packed with spectacular special effects,” and will
advance storylines such as T’Pol’s relationship with Tucker, and “mysterious twists in the familiar
timeline.” 

The move to Friday means Enterprise will no longer air opposite the WB’s Smallville, and will be
the only network show in its timeslot targeting the science-fiction audience. Instead, Enterprise’s
broadcast competition will consist of established dramas such as NBC’s Third Watch and JAG, new-
comer The Jury on Fox, and comedy blocks on ABC and the WB. Enterprise may also get competi-
tion from the cable-based Sci-Fi Channel, which airs
original programming on Friday, but only a minority of
American viewers are able to watch this channel. 

UPN is betting heavily on the continued success of
America’s Next Top Model. Original episodes of the
show will air in Enterprise’s old timeslot on
Wednesdays at 8:00pm, and will immediately be
repeated on Friday in a special edition featuring new
footage. UPN will air two editions of Top Model next
year: one at the start and one at the end of the 2004-
2005 television season. In between, the network has
planned the reality show The Missy Elliott Project, in
which thirteen aspiring performers compete to become
the next big hip-hop star. 

By moving Top Model to 8:00pm, UPN is hoping it will attract a large audience for its new drama
Kevin Hill, which airs an hour later. In this Mel Gibson-produced drama, Taye Diggs plays a hotshot
entertainment lawyer who is forced to say goodbye to his bachelor lifestyle when his cousin passes
away and he is left to care for her six-month-old daughter. 

Other new UPN shows include the detective show Veronica Mars, revolving around a 17-year old
apprentice private investigator. This show will air on Tuesdays at 9:00pm, while the only other new
UPN show is Second Time Around, a half-hour sitcom that will join the Monday night urban come-
dy block.
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Bakula Excited to Succeed in New Friday
Timeslot, Plus ENT Down to 22 Episodes
Next Year

Scott Bakula voiced his
support and thanks to
the fans for
ENTERPRISE’s return in
the fall, in a special
online chat session last
night with the official
STAR TREK web site.

“The response has been
incredible,” Bakula says.
“The help that we’ve
gotten from
SaveEnterprise.com, the
faxing, the e-mailing, the

letter-writing, all of that stuff that people have con-
tributed,...helped sway the network and largely
contributed to our fourth season. So I can’t say
thank you enough to everyone for supporting us
this year.”

Bakula revealed that he had secretly been in the
know of ENTERPRISE’s return from Garry Hart, the
president of Paramount Television Production, prior
to UPN’s announcement on May 20.

“I got a call from Garry Hart in New York, on the
sly, and he said I couldn’t tell anybody,” Bakula
said. “And I didn’t. But it looked like we were com-
ing back. But knowing this business as I do, I still
didn’t count on it until Thursday (May 20).”

Bakula spoke about filming the third-season
cliffhanger finale, “Zero Hour”, and put to rest a
number of circulated rumors of multiple endings. “I
hate to break the news to everyone and all of the
conspiracy theorists out there, but we only shot one
ending,” Bakula reported.

Bakula also shared some of the plans for the
upcoming fourth season, including a guest role for
comedian and talk show host Wayne Brady during
the season, the mini-arc format, and the reduction
of episodes ordered for next season.

“We’re guessing mid-July (for the start of produc-
tion), we’re easily three weeks behind last year’s

schedule because of the late pickup,” Bakula said.
“We’ll be shooting 22 episodes, instead of 26. I’ve
been trying since I got on the lot to get us to 22.

“We’re all very excited about the new season,”
Bakula added. “I think we all feel that the show
made huge strides this year in all areas, and we all
feel that there’s a lot left to do. It’s exciting. I’m not
sure where the writers are going to take us, obvi-
ously we’ve been left in quite a predicament, in the
finale. And much like the finale to Season 2 (“The
Expanse”), I’m very anxious to figure out what
they’re going to do.”

With ENTERPRISE moving to Fridays at 9:00 PM,
traditionally a difficult timeslot in recent years,
Bakula says he and the cast and crew are eager to
break out of the mold.

“I think Wednesday night has gotten busier in
terms of competition, for instance, what do we
have tonight, the finale of AMERICAN IDOL, that’s a
big one,” he said. “Friday nights will separate us. I
think overall the studio’s excited about it. I think
back to the days when Miami Vice was on Friday
nights and was kind of the only show on Friday
nights and blossomed in the slot. Before then it was
a death slot... and because it’s a new night for
UPN, we have an opportunity to break that night
out for UPN and for ourselves.”

Bakula also spoke about the abrupt way his previ-
ous series, the fan-favorite QUANTUM LEAP, ended
a decade earlier, with the loss of his signature char-
acter, Dr. Sam Beckett.

“Many people didn’t get the ending to QUANTUM
LEAP, and just so you know feel bad, remember
that Don (Bellisario) wrote the last show, he didn’t
know it would be the last show, so he tried to come
up with an idea that would satisfy a cliffhanger, the
end of the shot, all for a movie or a movie of the
week,” Bakula said. “But my 8-year-old son is
deeply disturbed that Sam didn’t get home.”
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Fans Helped Save ‘Enterprise’, Says
Ostroff

Dawn Ostroff, the president of entertainment pro-
gramming for UPN, acknowledged that fan input
contributed to the network’s choice to renew Star
Trek: Enterprise. 

“By the amount of mail and calls that we’ve
received from loyal Star Trek fans, we have every
reason to believe that the viewers will follow
Enterprise to its new night and time,” Ostroff said
at the network’s presentation in New York on May
20th (quoted at Sci Fi Wire). 

Ostroff mentioned that the show recently won USA
Today’s poll of shows that viewers wanted to see
returning next season, with 70 percent of voters
urging renewal for Enterprise. 

The new season of Enterprise will be “more action-
packed, with spectacular special effects”, according
to the network, which added that both the timeline
alterations and the relationship between T’Pol and
Tucker will continue next fall. 

Reporting on the UPN presentation in New York as
well, The Great Link quoted Ostroff as saying that
the new time slot, 9 p.m. on Fridays, is where The
X-Files thrived. 

Fan efforts to save the show were quick to offer
thanks to UPN in the wake of the official announce-
ment. 

The Enterprise Project announced its gratitude to
UPN, Paramount, and Viacom for a fourth season,
as founder MJ Rogers said, “We’re pleased to hear
that they’ve actually listened to the fans.” The
group has designed a new ad expressing apprecia-
tion to run in The Hollywood Reporter. 

SaveEnterprise.com posted a notice thanking
“everyone who helped campaign to Save Star Trek:
Enterprise by writing letters, sending faxes, writing
emails, calling in and watching the show every
Wednesday!” The site also encouraged sending
notes of appreciation to the executives who made
the decision to keep the show on the air.

Braga Might ‘Step Back’ From ‘Enterprise’

Brannon Braga the co-creator of Star Trek: Enterprise, may “take a step back”
next season and allow one of the other writers on the series to take on more
responsibility. 

Speaking to Dreamwatch (excerpts via TrekWeb), Braga said that he was
uncertain of his level of involvement in the series after the end of its third
broadcast year. 

“I’m not sure how I can top myself,” he said. 

Braga said he felt that the last season was the best of any Star Trek series he
had worked on, but noted that Chris Black or Manny Coto might take over
some of his responsibilities for the fall season. 

As for himself, Braga is working on a new series with fellow Enterprise execu-
tive producer Rick Berman, which he described as being science fiction but

“not sci-fi with people in spaceships, with aliens running around.” 

Dreamwatch #118 will be available later this month in the UK and next month in the US. Thanks to
TrekWeb for the excerpts.
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Berman: Shatner Could Appear Next Season

A story idea that could see William Shatner (James T. Kirk) appear in Enterprise’s fourth season is cur-
rently in the works, executive producer Rick Berman said recently. 

“We have had discussions in the last week, when we were talking with the stu-
dio about areas and directions we would like to go in next season, and there
were two different ideas that we think could be developed into a good vehicle
for Bill,” Berman told Ian Spelling in issue 115 of Star Trek Magazine (via Sci-
Fi Pulse). “And hopefully we’re going to pursue one of them for next season.” 

Rumours of Shatner making a guest appearance on Enterprise have been cir-
culating for the past season. In September, the James Kirk actor said Rick
Berman had approached him to play Kirk’s grandfather on Enterprise (story).
Then, earlier this year, Shatner revealed he had “written a scenario, that I
could conceivably come back for a show or two”. 

In his Star Trek Magazine interview, Berman acknowledged that Shatner has a
lot on his plate at the moment. “Bill is busy doing The Practice right now, and
he’s going to be doing the spin-off next season.” The actor will play Denny
Crane in The Practice: Fleet Street, which will air 10:00 p.m. Sundays on ABC
from this fall. 

Berman also spoke briefly about the season three finale, “Zero Hour”, which airs next Wednesday. He said
the episode is “an exciting end” to this season’s Xindi-arc, but it won’t wrap up all the plot threads in a neat
bow. “Let’s just say, certain elements of the story are going to be unresolved.”

“Zero Hour” Finishes Season With Above Average Viewership, Tops Last Year’s Finale

STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE went out on something of a high note last week with the twisting season finale
“Zero Hour.” In addition to setting the STAR TREK world spinning with a cliffhanger ending out of nowhere,
the episode also managed to stir more viewers than average to tune in.

Drawing an average of 3.91 million viewers for the entire program according to the final numbers published
in the Hollywood trades, “Zero Hour” beats last year’s finale “The Expanse” by about a hundred thousand
viewers (3.88m). Furthermore, it was the most viewers for a first-run episode of ENTERPRISE since
February’s “Harbinger.”

This also puts the final episode above the season three average of 3.8 million viewers. Other overachievers
include the first five episodes of the season, “Twilight,” “Similitude,” “Harbinger” and a couple others. ENT
earned over one million viewers since the beginning of its final six new episodes on April 21st (“Damage,”
2.86m). This wasn’t enough, however, to keep season three from going out with less viewers than came
into it. “The Xindi” was seen by 4.07 million and the following four episodes all had audiences over 4 mil-
lion.

In the Adults 18-49 demographic, “Hour”’s 1.7/5 is the best showing for the prequel since November’s
“Similitude” ran away with a 2.1/6. “Zero Hour”’s A18-49 figure beat all but “Similitude” and “Anomaly,”
“Extinction” and “North Star.”

Additionally, viewership during the finale grew from 3.71 million in the first half hour, with 4.1 million even-
tually witnessing the monkey-wrench cliffhanger that hopes to draw viewers back in the fall.
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Lost Footage from Second TOS Pilot Episode
Available Online

Almost 40 years ago, Gene Roddenberry delivered his
second STAR TREK pilot, entitled “Where No Man Has
Gone Before”, to NBC. After the network rejected his first
TREK pilot, called “The Cage” and starring Jeffrey Hunter
as Captain Pike, Roddenberry, with the help of writer

Samuel A. Peeples
delivered a more
action-oriented story
in the second pilot,
which introduced
canadian-born actor
William Shatner in the
role of Captain James
T. Kirk. NBC liked, and
in January 1966,
Roddenberry was noti-

fied of the network acceptance of the pilot.

According to author Allan Asherman in his The Star Trek
Compendium resource book, there are actually two differ-
ent versions of “Where No Man Has Gone Before”, only
one of which has been televised and it is available on VHS
and DVD. The unaired, extended version is the one that
Gene Roddenberry submitted to NBC.

It began with a view of our galaxy, accompanied by
William Shatner’s voiceover introducing the starship mis-
sion, a narration not indicated as a Captain’s Log entry.

The first interior
scene was the chess
game between Kirk
and Spock (Leonard
Nimoy).But when Kirk
remarked how terrible
it was that Spock had
“bad blood” (human
blood) in his veins, in
the extended version

the captain added “But
you may learn to enjoy
it some day”.

When the disaster
recorder materialized
and began to flash off
and on in the trans-
porter room, the scene
“froze” and, and over
the picture the words
STAR TREK appeared in pink letters trimmed in silver-blue.
In the same block-lettering style, the words “Tonight’s
Episode : ‘Where No Man Has Gone Before’” materialized
as the opening theme was heard. This original theme
music by Alexander Courage was not the same used in
“The Cage” and during the series three seasons.

The original opening credits were very short and were
followeb by a commercial break. The next lost scene con-
sist of footage of the ship corridors in Red Alert, and intro-
duced the rest of the
main characters, includ-
ing Lt. Gary Mitchel
(Gary Lockwood),
Doctor Mark Piper (Paul
Fix) and Physicist Sulu
(George Takei).

This version of the
second TREK pilot was
divided into four acts,
with a prologue and a epilogue, unlike the first pilot and
the series’ episodes. The end credit were backed again by
the alternate music theme, that was never heard again in
STAR TREK. A fast-moving, almost cheerful eletronic
melody, it accompanied the end credits that listed only the
main actors.

Again we remind you
that this extended ver-
sion of “Where No Man
Has Gone Before”
never aired on TV, and
it is not available on
VHS and DVD, and will
not be include in
Paramount’s upcoming
TOS Season 1 Box Set,
but you can download
those rare scenes at the Trek Brasilis website
http://trekbrasilis.aidi.com.br/tos/producao/wher
enoman.htm in the AVI (DivX) format.

http://trekbrasilis.aidi.com.br/tos/producao/wherenoman.htm
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Stewart Crowned in ‘Lion In Winter’

“There’s Emmy potential in this impressive remake
of James Goldman’s classic play,” said The Hollywood
Reporter of the remake of James Goldman’s The Lion
In Winter premiering on Showtime this Sunday, star-
ring Patrick Stewart (Captain Picard) and Glenn
Close. 

A plethora of mostly-positive
reviews, many linked from The
Patrick Stewart Network, say that
Stewart and Close hold their own
against the formidable perform-
ances of Peter O’Toole and

Katharine Hepburn in the classic film based on
Goldman’s script. 

“It can be forcefully argued that the new Hallmark
Entertainment remake...yields a rendition that is
equally faithful to the biting humor and raw drama
with which James Goldman infused his classic play,”
the Hollywood Reporter said. 

The Boston Globe was somewhat less effusive,
praising Close’s stylized performance but adding that
“As Henry, the enthusiastic Stewart is more blandly
heroic, and less perversely decadent...Stewart has a
tinge of action movie in his manner.” 

USA Today interviewed Stewart and Close about
their roles, quoting Stewart as saying, “It’s one of
the most brilliant screenplays of the 20th century.
Line by line, it’s dazzling.” 

Stewart told Newsday that he deliberately avoided
watching O’Toole’s performance, which he last saw in
school in 1968 when the elder actor earned an Oscar
nomination for it. 

“He became for me the benchmark for what a
charismatic character should be. I was so strongly
influenced by him - certainly by his intensity and
charisma - that the last thing I needed to do when I
was playing this part was to sit down and watch him
in the role,” Stewart said.

Shatner May Play Washed-Up TV Hero

Captain Kirk may team up on camera with The Six
Million Dollar Man and a millionaire private detective. 

Variety mentioned yesterday (via Cinescape) that
William Shatner (Kirk), Lee Majors and Robert
Wagner are all attached to an ABC movie of the
week project in which they would play washed-up
television action heroes. 

Actionheroes Inc. is the name of the film, focused
on three has-been actors who use their fame to open

a private investigation firm. 

The actors plan to use their experience playing fic-
tional heroes to combat real criminals in Los Angeles. 

Majors is best known for portraying the bionic
superman Steve Austin on The Six Million Dollar Man;
Wagner played Jonathan Hart, an amateur sleuth
who worked with his journalist wife on Hart to Hart.


